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Problem

❑ Since their introduction Vision Transformers have outperformed ConvNets

on various image processing task.

❑ However, this superior performance is observed only when abundant labeled

data is available.

❑ In the case of limited data, ConvNets beats Vision Transformers.

❑ For small datasets, Vision Transformers tend to observe a lot more overfitting

than ConvNets.

❑ Existing data augmentation regularization techniques like Mixup and CutMix

work with Vision Transformers but were originally designed for ConvNets.

Summary

❑ We presented the PatchSwap, a regularization technique for Vision

Transformers.

❑ PatchSwap swaps patches between two images to create a PatchSwap

image.

❑ Through extensive experiments on multiple datasets and settings, we

showcased that PatchSwap results in superior performance.

❑ PatchSwap can also be extended to an unsupervised setting and results in a

superior performance than vanilla consistency training.
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PatchSwap

❑ Vision Transformers break the image into fixed size patches before passing it

through the network.

❑ PatchSwap swaps the patches using a binary mask between two random

images to create a PatchSwap image.

❑ Network is trained on PatchSwap images instead of the original image.

❑ The targets for the PatchSwap images are calculated using the ratio of the

combined classes.

❑ It fully utilizes the global receptive field of the vision transformers as the

patches can be located anywhere in the image.

Unsupervised PatchSwap

❑ An extension of PatchSwap when limited labels are available.

❑ The number of patches swapped decides the swapping ratio.

❑ The same swapping ratio can be achieved in multiple ways for PatchSwap

images.

❑ In the above example, both the PatchSwap images have λ = 0.33 yet they are

different.

❑ A consistency loss is used between the outputs of the two PatchSwap images

to train the network.

❑ Below are the results on using 4000 labeled samples and the rest as unlabeled

on CIFAR-10 and SVHN.

Results
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Results with Limited Labels

Attention Map on PatchSwap Images

❑ We generate class-wise attention maps for various PatchSwap images.

❑ The network can identify the corresponding and relevant patches for each

class in the PatchSwap Images.


